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The fantasy of blackjack card counting involves flying first class to lavish cas

ino destinations, winning enormous amounts of money every weekend, and partying 

hard afterward.
 In addition to this, you might want to shoot for some extra comps by talking to

 the pit boss before beginning play (don&#39;t talk to him about card counting t) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 372 Td (hough).

 You can also make a goal to earn a small hourly rate while you&#39;re playing t

oo.
Any Profit is a Good Profit
If you&#39;re able to earn a positive hourly rate as a low-stakes card counter, 

you should be happy.
 If you do the math, making $2 or $3 an hour is like making $10 an hour when nor

mal losses are taken into consideration.
Learn more about How to Play Blackjack here
Play Blackjack here.
&#215; Expand Photo Credit: Allen Halas Potawatomi Sportsbook Ribbon Cutting Rib

bon cutting for Potawatomi Sportsbook
Going forward, Potawatomi Sportsbook will be open for business 24/7, along with 

the rest of the casino&#39;s array of gaming options.
 Both areas will eventually give way to the full Potawatomi Sportsbook, located 

in the former theater, slated to open near the beginning of next year.
Mayor Johnson commended the amount of entertainment options that are growing in 

the Menomonee Valley area, and said that the casino&#39;s successful expansion i

s vital to the area.
Friends of the Shepherd Help support Milwaukee&#39;s locally owned free weekly m

agazine.
 Single game bets, as well as futures, where bettors would select teams to win a

 championship or finish in a certain playoff position, are available as well.
 Odds for the sportsbook are available online, and the casino has provided how-t

o videos on their website for new sports bettors.
 The casino advocates for players to &quot;Bet Big, Bet Bold,&quot; and Milwauke

e will most likely do just that.
 Paper bag manufacturers will also present bag replicas.
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